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Abstract
Multi-dimensional clustering (MDC) is a unique feature of IBM® DB2® for
Linux®, UNIX® and Windows® (DB2 LUW) that allows physically clustering the
data in a table along multiple dimensions. This feature is especially beneficial for
query performance in business intelligence applications that use star and snowflake
schemas and process large amounts of data with restrictions on several dimensions.
MDC has been integrated in SAP NetWeaver Business Intelligence (BI) applications.
This whitepaper provides an overview of MDC and its implementation in SAP
NetWeaver BI. It gives guidelines and recommendations for selecting MDC
dimensions for SAP NetWeaver BI objects and it shows the performance
improvements that can be achieved with MDC.
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1. Introduction
SAP NetWeaver BI on DB2 LUW mainly benefits from two DB2 features for
business intelligence applications:
•

Database partitioning or hash partitioning evenly distributes the data in the
large tables (Persistent Staging Area (PSA) tables, DataStore object tables,
InfoCube fact tables) over several database partitions. Queries are processed in
parallel on all database partitions. This provides near linear scalability.
Database partitioning is already available since SAP Business Information
Warehouse (BW) 2.0B and has been described in other publications ([1], [2],
[3]).

•

MDC clusters the data in the large tables along one or several table columns.
This leads to significant reduction of accessed data pages, if queries have
restrictions on MDC dimensions and thus improves performance. MDC also
provides features for efficient data roll-in and roll-out which improves the
performance of SAP NetWeaver BI maintenance operations. MDC was first
integrated in SAP NetWeaver BI 2004s and has been back-ported to SAP BW
3.0B, SAP BW 3.1 Content and SAP NetWeaver ’04 BI with some
restrictions.

MDC and database partitioning can be combined in SAP NetWeaver BI and
complement each other.
This whitepaper concentrates on MDC and its integration into SAP NetWeaver BI. It
starts with an overview of MDC and compares it to database partitioning. It then
briefly introduces SAP NetWeaver BI on DB2 LUW. It continues with a detailed
description of the integration of MDC into SAP NetWeaver BI. It provides guidelines
and recommendations for selecting MDC dimensions for SAP InfoCubes and
DataStore objects and shows how the DB2 MDC Advisor can be used for this.
Finally, it illustrates the results of performance tests that show that query performance
can be improved considerably, up to factors and that the performance of data roll-in
and roll-out operations also benefit from MDC.
Based on customer experiences the MDC integration into SAP NetWeaver BI is still
an on-going development process. Further improvements in the following areas are
planned:
•

MDC data roll-out will be improved significantly in DB2 9.5.

•

MDC workload analysis tool, which automates MDC recommendations for
existing SAP NetWeaver BI objects with traced SAP NetWeaver BI query
workload.

•

Support of DB2 9 Row Compression in the existing MDC size estimation
tool.

•

Extend MDC Re-Clustering tool for older releases SAP BW 3.0B, SAP BW
3.1 Content and SAP BW 3.5.
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In DB2 9, table partitioning (range partitioning) is provided as another means of
physical data organization. DB2 9 table partitioning is not supported for SAP
NetWeaver BI because MDC has advantages for query performance and table
maintenance compared to table partitioning.

2. Overview of Multi-dimensional Clustering (MDC)
and DB2 partitioning concepts
Multi-dimensional clustering was first introduced in DB2 UDB V8.1. It enables
physically clustering the data in a table along multiple table columns (= MDC
dimensions). The MDC dimensions are defined during creation of the table in an
ORGANIZE BY DIMENSIONS clause. An MDC dimension can consist of one or
multiple columns. In SAP NetWeaver BI, only single-column MDC dimensions are
supported, but multiple single-column MDC dimensions for one table can be defined.
In an MDC table, every unique combination of MDC dimension values forms a
logical cell, which can physically consist of one or more blocks of pages. Each data
page belongs to exactly one block and all blocks consist of an equal number of pages.
The size of a block equals to the extent size of the table space, so that block
boundaries line up with tablespace extent boundaries.
The logical cell only has enough blocks associated with it to store the records that
have the dimension values of this logical cell. If there are no records in the table that
have the dimension values of a particular logical cell, no blocks will be allocated for
that logical cell. This is illustrated in the example in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
MDC uses indexes that are block-based. These indexes are much smaller than regular
record-based indexes and thus consume a lot less disk space and can be scanned
faster. Block indexes point to MDC blocks instead of individual records. Structurally,
they are the same as regular indexes.
Block indexes are smaller than regular indexes by a factor of the block size multiplied
by the average number of records on a page. The number of pages in a block is equal
to the extent size of the table space, which can range from 2 to 256 pages. The page
size can be 4 KB, 8 KB, 16 KB, or 32 KB.
MDC physically organizes data in a table into blocks according to the values of the
clustering columns and then accesses these blocks using the block indexes.
If more than one MDC dimension is defined, a block index (called dimension block
index) is created for each MDC dimension. Additionally, a combined block index is
created for all MDC dimensions (Figure 3).

Example
Consider a large fact table containing sales data with the dimensions time, region and
product. Typical queries would select or aggregate sales data per month or year, per
region, or per month or year and region, for specific or for all products. To speed up
the selects, a clustering index could be created with year as the first column and
region as the second (a clustering index is a record based index on one or more
columns, which physically organizes the data along this index). This would
© Copyright IBM Corporation, 2007 All
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approximately order the data by year, as shown in Figure 1. Queries with restrictions
on year, like “SELECT * FROM Sales WHERE Year = 2005”, would benefit most
from it because less data pages have to be read. The next row to be fetched is usually
located on the same page and the page I/Os that are required are usually sequential.
For queries that only restrict on region, like “SELECT * FROM Sales WHERE
Region = WEST”, the index would be less beneficial. The next row to be fetched is
usually located on a different page and the page I/Os are random.

Figure 1: Table with a clustering index

With MDC, the table data can be ordered along the two dimensions year and region,
as shown in Figure 2. Both queries that restrict on year and queries that restrict on
region would benefit from it. Two big block I/Os each have to be performed to
retrieve the rows for region WEST and for year 2005 and the I/O is sequential.

Figure 2: Table organized by two MDC dimensions

Figure 3 shows the logical MDC cells and the blocks of pages that are allocated for
the data. It also shows the two block indexes that are created on the dimensions Year
and Region and the combined block index on both dimensions.
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Figure 3: Block indexes and clustering

2.1. MDC Advantages
Compared to a clustering index, MDC has the following features.
• Improved query performance due to better data clustering:
MDC allows physically clustering a table on more than one dimension
simultaneously.
Performance of queries with predicates on one or more of the MDC
dimensions of a table improves because these queries access only those pages
that have records with the correct dimension values. That means the number of
accessed data pages is reduced. In addition the qualifying pages are grouped
into blocks which results in most efficient sequential pre-fetching.
• Less table reorganizations:
An MDC table maintains and guarantees its clustering over all MDC
dimensions automatically and continuously. It is not necessary to reorganize
MDC tables to restore the physical order of the data. Data clustering is not
guaranteed for clustering indexes.
• Faster data roll-in:
MDC supports the typical data warehousing operation of loading data from
external source systems (roll-in). If bulks of data are inserted into separate
logical cells by different processes, locking is reduced to locking MDC blocks
instead of single rows. Block locking is enabled for an individual table by
setting the LOCKSIZE parameter to BLOCKINSERT.
• Faster data roll-out:
Deleting old data that is no longer needed for reporting (roll-out) is another
typical data warehouse operation, which is improved by MDC usage. MDC
supports fast deletion of all data in a cell. The blocks that belong to the cell are
© Copyright IBM Corporation, 2007 All
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processed in the following way: The block is locked. Then a log entry is
written and it is marked as rolled-out without actually clearing the data. The
block ID is removed from the block indexes. Additionally, for each data page
one log record has to be written. If there are record-based indexes defined on
the table, the index entries have to be processed in the standard way. Blocks
can be re-used as soon as the rollout is committed.
• Improved performance of record based operations and index maintenance
operations due to more efficient index maintenance of MDC block based
indexes:
In many cases MDC usage reduces the number of secondary record based
indexes because a secondary index on a column is not needed if the column is a
MDC dimension. Index maintenance operations during table record insert,
update and delete operations are faster because the MDC block indexes are
much smaller and much less inserts, updates and delete operations are
processed on MDC block indexes compared to record based indexes.
In addition other index maintenance operations, like creation of database
statistics for indexes, index creation or index reorganization, are much faster on
MDC block indexes compared to record based indexes.

2.2. MDC Restrictions
•

Space Consumption:
Although blocks are only allocated for MDC dimension value combinations
that actually occur in the data space may be wasted. For every unique
combination of MDC dimension values that occurs in the data at least one
block is allocated. Depending on the extent size of the tablespace, the page size
and the number of records with a particular combination of MDC dimension
values, the allocated blocks may only be filled sparsely. The fewer records
exist for a particular value combination the more space will remain empty and
is thus wasted. This will not only increase the size of the table on disk but may
also negatively affect performance because more pages have to be processed
than necessary. It is therefore important to also take space consumption into
account when selecting MDC dimensions.

• No Online Table Reorganization for MDC tables:
Online table reorganization is not supported for MDC tables. Only offline table
reorganization is supported for MDC tables. As mentioned before MDC tables
have not reorganized to order the data in the table along a given index. For that
reason reorganization of MDC tables is less important compared to non-MDC
tables.
But, there is a one scenario, when table reorganization is needed for both MDC
and non-MDC tables. Table reorganization is necessary to reclaim space after a
large amount of data is deleted in a table. Without reorganization free space of
a table can be used for new data inserted into the same table, but the free space
cannot be allocated by other tables. Table reorganization makes the free space
available for other tables within the tablespace.
9
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Please take into account, that only offline table reorganization is supported for
MDC tables, if space reclaim is important in your environment.

2.3. MDC Comparison with Table Partitioning
Table partitioning is a new DB2 9 feature. It supports dividing a table into data
partitions along one or more columns of the table. The user can manually define each
table partition, including the range of values of one or more columns, which specifies
the data range of a table partition. Each table partition is a separate database object.
Consequently, table partitioning supports attaching and detaching a data partition. A
detached partition becomes a regular table. If desired, each data partition can be
placed in its own table space, if desired. Table partitioning provides two main features
that increase performance of query processing and data roll-in and roll-out operations:
•

Partition pruning: requests may only address particular table partitions.
Partition pruning allows excluding all other table partitions from processing.

•

The possibility to attach and detach table partitions supports fast roll-in and
roll-out of large amounts of data. During roll-out, additional secondary
indexes defined on the table are cleaned up asynchronously after the delete
operation returns as completed to the user.

A single table can be split into 32,767 data partitions. Each table partition can grow up
to 16 TByte. That means, there is only a theoretical size limit (32,767 * 16 TByte) for
a table with table partitioning.
MDC clusters the data in a table along multiple columns called MDC dimensions.
While table partitions have to be pre-defined or added manually, new MDC cells are
added automatically when a new combination of MDC dimension values is inserted
into the data. MDC cells are no separate database objects. Consequently, they cannot
be attached or detached. MDC provides the following features that increase
performance of query processing and data roll-in and roll-out operations:
•

When processing queries that restrict on these MDC dimensions, cell pruning
allows only processing the data relevant for the query.

•

MDC supports fast data roll-in through block-locking: When data is inserted
into MDC cells, MDC blocks instead of single rows are locked. Block locking
can be enabled for an MDC table with the ALTER TABLE statement
(ALTER TABLE <table> LOCKMODE BLOCKINSERT).

•

MDC supports fast data roll-out in the following way: When deleting data
along MDC dimensions MDC blocks are emptied. The blocks remain
allocated for the table but can be reused for other MDC cells. Freeing up the
space completely requires offline table reorganization. In DB2 9, additional
secondary indexes defined on the table are cleaned up synchronously.
Asynchronous cleanup as for table partitioning is available with DB2 9.5.

The means for fast data roll-in and roll-out are not as efficient as attaching or
detaching table partitions but still speed up these operations considerably.
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MDC

Table Partitioning

MDC cells are no separate database
objects
MDC cells added automatically.
For that reason the definition of data
clustering for multiple dimensions is a
simple task.
Query performance: MDC Cell
pruning through MDC block indexes

Table partitions are separate database
objects
Table partitions have to be pre-defined
or added manually after table creation.
Defining table partitions on more than
one colum is a complicated task.
Query performance: Partition pruning

Fast roll-out: MDC fast delete,
Fast roll-out: Drop partition,
synchronous update of secondary
asynchronous cleanup of secondary
indexes, space keeps allocated for the indexes, space is freed up and can be
table but can be reused for other MDC used for other tables.
cells.
Asynchronous and fast index cleanup
planned for DB2 9.5.
Fast roll-in: Block locking instead of Fast roll-in: Attach table partition into
single row locking. Less index updates, which new data has been inserted or
if record based indexes are replaced by loaded. Global table indexes have to be
MDC block indexes.
updated.
Table size limit: Maximum 16 TByte Table size limit: Only theoretical table
per database partition.
size limit (= 32 767 * 16 TByte per
database partition).
Table 1: MDC compared to table partitioning

2.4. Integrated DB2 Partitioning and Data Clustering
DB2 LUW has the following three data partitioning/clustering concepts:
•

MDC: Described in previous chapters

•

Table Partitioning: Described in chapter “MDC comparison with Table
Partitioning”. DB2 LUW Table partitioning is not supported in SAP
NetWeaver BI.

•

Database Partitioning:
Database partitioning (hash partitioning) allows dividing a database into
separate units called database partitions. Each database partition has its own
resources, like sort area, bufferpool and logging. A database table can be
distributed over several database partitions. Each table row is located on one
database partition according to the distribution key specified in the CREATE
TABLE statement. When a query is processed each database partition
processes the rows that reside on it. Thus the requests are processed in parallel
on all database partitions, making the most efficient use of the resources
available. Database partitioning is mainly used for the following reasons:
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o Query performance improvement: Queries accessing large amounts of data
are executed in parallel on the database partitions where the table resides.
The results are merged back into the final result set.
o The performance of other SQL statements also benefits from parallel
processing, for example, UPDATE, DELETE, INSERT, JOINS, GROUP
BY, INDEX/TABLE SCANS, SORT, INDEX CREATE.
o The performance of the database administration task, for example, backup,
restore, REORG and RUNSTATS improves due to database partitioning
parallelism.
o Scalability: Database partitioning provides near linear performance
scalability. When the data volume grows more database partitions can be
added and table data can be distributed on a larger number of database
partitions. This results in higher degree of parallel processing and better
performance.
o Overcome tablespace size limits: Before DB2 9, tablespaces could grow no
larger than 512 GByte per database partition. In DB2 9, large tablespaces
can grow up to 16 TByte per database partition. Therefore, the tablespace
size limit is no longer an issue.
MDC and database partitioning are supported in SAP NetWeaver BI. This means that
large SAP NetWeaver BI tables (fact tables, DataStore object tables and PSA tables)
can be distributed over several database partitions and clustered along one or more
MDC dimensions.

3. SAP NetWeaver BI on DB2 LUW
SAP NetWeaver BI and SAP BW on DB2 LUW support DB2 LUW database
partitioning and MDC.
Database partitioning is already supported since SAP BW 2.0B. Support for MDC has
been added in SAP NetWeaver 2004s BI and back-ported to SAP BW 3.0B, SAP BW
3.1 Content and SAP NetWeaver ’04 BI (SAP BW 3.5).
Figure 4 shows a DB2 LUW database layout example of a SAP NetWeaver BI system
with 8 database partitions. Large SAP NetWeaver BI PSA, DataStore, and InfoCube
and aggregate Fact tables are distributed over several database partitions. The
partitioning keys for the tables are created automatically when the InfoCube,
DataStore object or PSA is activated.
SAP Basis and Master data tables, which are small, compared to large SAP
NetWeaver BI tables, are located on database partition 0. Database Partition 1
contains the small PSA, DataStore and Fact tables.
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Figure 4: Database Layout of SAP NetWeaver BI on DB2 LUW

SAP NetWeaver BI multi-dimensional objects are called InfoCubes. They are
organized in an extended star-schema (snowflake schema) as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: SAP NetWeaver BI snowflake schema

An InfoCube consists of two fact tables (F and E) which may contain hundreds of
millions of rows and several InfoCube dimension tables.
Note:
•

An “InfoCube Dimension” is a term from SAP NetWeaver BI terminology. It
means a combination of characteristics, which are grouped together. Physical
13
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materialization of a “InfoCube Dimension” is a InfoCube dimension table,
which has a reference to a dimension key column of the fact table.
•

The term “MDC dimension” comes from the DB2 LUW terminology. An
MDC dimension is related to a DB2 database table. Within the CREATE table
statement one or more table columns can be defined as MDC dimensions. That
means that data is clustered along these table columns.

The InfoCube dimension tables (D1, D2, D3, DP, DT and DU) contain references to
master data tables (e.g. S1, S2, H1, X1) while the fact table contains references to the
dimension tables and business relevant key figures. Queries restrict on the dimension
and master data tables and select the key figures in the fact table.
With MDC, the performance of such queries can be improved considerably.
Other central operations in business intelligence applications are data roll-in (new data
is loaded from operational source systems) and roll-out (old data no longer needed is
deleted). MDC provides fast insert and delete features that improve the performance
of such operations.
MDC dimensions for InfoCubes and DataStore objects have to be defined by the SAP
NetWeaver BI user. For PSA and PSA like tables, MDC can also be enabled
automatically.

4. MDC Support for SAP NetWeaver BI Database
Objects
4.1. General Objectives
•

Improve performance of queries that restrict on MDC dimensions on
InfoCubes and DataStore objects

•

Improve performance of data load and deletion operations through MDC fast
insert and fast delete

•

Positively or neutrally affect performance of SAP NetWeaver BI
administrative operations like aggregate build and rollup, BW compression of
InfoPackages from F fact table into E fact table

The screen shots shown in the following sections apply to SAP NetWeaver 2004s BI.
MDC support for earlier SAP releases is summarized in section “4.9. MDC support in
releases earlier than SAP NetWeaver 2004s BI”.

4.2. MDC for PSA and PSA like tables
Persistent Staging Area (PSA) tables are used for storing data loaded into SAP
NetWeaver BI from external systems or flat files. Data loads are executed via
InfoPackages. For each InfoPackage, a unique request identifier is generated.
Propagation of data from PSA into data targets and data deletion from PSA is based
on requests. As all PSA operations are based on requests they can profit from defining
the request identifier column as MDC dimension. This guarantees that all records with
the same request identifier belong to one MDC cell and are stored together in blocks.
© Copyright IBM Corporation, 2007 All
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When processing a request the records belonging to that request can be efficiently
retrieved via the MDC block index.
PSA-like tables are DataStore activation queue and change log tables. They also
contain data organized and processed along request identifiers and thus can also profit
from MDC feature.
PSA and PSA like tables have a primary key index defined on the columns request
identifier, data package identifier and record. MDC block index can be created
automatically on the request identifier column. Figure 6 shows the layout of a PSA
table with MDC defined on the request identifier column.

Figure 6: PSA table with MDC on REQUEST column

When defining the request identifier column as an MDC dimension, an additional
block index is created on the request identifier field. Block index maintenance is very
efficient compared to normal row index maintenance. For that reason this causes only
a small overhead for data load and deletion operations. On the other hand, delete
performance on PSA tables can benefit from MDC, because MDC guarantees data
clustering on request identifier column. For that reason the rows of a data request to
be deleted can be accessed more efficiently, especially when data requests are loaded
in parallel into PSA tables.
To support data load, MDC fast insert is activated by setting the locking attribute of
PSA tables to BLOCKINSERT.
MDC for PSA tables can be activated via RSADMIN parameter
DB6_MDC_FOR_PSA. When this parameter is set to YES, PSA and PSA-like tables
are created with MDC defined on the request identifier column.
In SAP BW 3.0B support package 32, SAP BW 3.1 Content support package 26, SAP
BW 3.5 support package 18 and SAP NetWeaver 2004s BI up to and including
Support Package 9, MDC for PSA was enabled by default. This was changed based
on customer feedback in all later support packages where MDC for PSA tables is
switched off by default.
Note: For SAP BW 3.0B, 3.1 Content and 3.5 the following SAP BASIS support
packages are needed to support MDC:
•

For BW3.0B or BW3.1C: SAP Web AS 6.20, support package 60

•

For BW 3.50: SAP NetWeaver 04 (based on SAP kernel release 6.40),
support package 18
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SAP note 1011194 is needed for DBACOCKPIT to avoid errors in table
reorganizations: By default, if a table has a primary key, table reorganizations
scheduled via DBACOCKPIT try to order the table according to the primary key
index. For MDC tables, this results in an error because MDC tables are always
ordered along the MDC dimensions.

4.3. MDC for DataStore objects
SAP supports three types of DataStore objects
•

Standard DataStore objects, consisting of an activation queue, a change log
and an active table

•

DataStore objects for direct update, consisting of an active table only

•

Write-optimized DataStore objects, consisting of a single PSA-like table with
all InfoObjects defined for the DataStore object and the technical key
consisting of request identifier, data package identifier and record number.

The PSA-like tables of DataStore objects (Change Log tables and Activation Queue
tables) are defined with MDC on the request identifier column if the RSADMIN
parameter DB6_MDC_FOR_PSA is set to YES. The same advantages and restrictions
described in “4.2. MDC for PSA and PSA like tables” apply.
Defining MDC for DataStore objects
For the active table of standard DataStore objects and DataStore objects for direct
update, the user can select the MDC dimensions from the key InfoObjects of the
DataStore object. This is useful for better performance of reporting on DataStore
objects.
When creating or modifying a DataStore object in the SAP NetWeaver BI Data
Warehousing Workbench, MDC dimensions can be specified via a DataStore MDC
dialog to be found in the menu under Extras – DB Performance – Clustering (see
Figure 7 and Figure 8).
When the DataStore object already contains data, the MDC dimensions can not be
changed any more.
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Figure 7: Defining MDC for a DataStore object

Figure 8: MDC dialog for DataStore objects

The MDC dialog for DataStore objects lists the key InfoObjects of the DataStore
object and their description. The user can select InfoObjects as MDC dimensions by
entering a consecutive number in the “Stat.No.” field. To avoid excessive space
consumption, there is a soft limit of 3 defined for the number of MDC dimensions that
can be selected. Although the soft limit is defined in an RSADMIN parameter
(DB6_MAX_MDC_COLS) and can be overwritten. It is not recommended to select a
larger number of MDC dimensions, except for very large DataStore objects. Please
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take space consumption into account. Table size can increase by factors, if wrong
MDC dimensions are chosen, even with 3 MDC dimensions only.
Guidelines and recommendations for selecting MDC dimensions for DataStore
objects are provided in section “5. Guidelines and recommendations for defining
MDC dimensions ”.
Database table layout
On the active tables of DataStore objects, a primary key index is defined on the key
InfoObject columns. Users may define additional indexes on a subset of the key
InfoObjects. When key InfoObjects are selected as MDC dimensions it is not
necessary to define additional indexes on these InfoObjects.
The following example shows the database layout of the active table of the DataStore
object DSBENCH2 from above. The user has selected 0CALMONTH, 0DIVISION,
and 0DISTR_CHAN as MDC dimensions. An MDC block index is created on each of
them. The primary key index ~0 remains.

Figure 9: DataStore object active table with MDC defined on three key InfoObjects

4.4. MDC for InfoCubes
The database layout of an InfoCube is optimized for query performance. Each
InfoCube has two fact tables: the F fact table and the E fact table. At first the
InfoPackage data is loaded into the F fact table of an InfoCube. All records of an
InfoPackage are stored with the same identifier in the F fact table package column. In
an optional second step the InfoPackage data (stored in the F fact table) can be
compressed with the “BW Compression” function, which selects the records from the
F fact table, aggregates them and updates the corresponding records in the E fact table
or inserts new records, if the key value combination does not exist in the E fact table.
Afterwards, the records of the processed InfoPackage are deleted from F fact table.
Defining MDC for InfoCubes
MDC for InfoCubes is defined when creating a new InfoCube by selecting Extras –
DB Performance – Clustering from the menu in the Data Warehousing Workbench.
This works in the same way as shown DataStore objects in Figure 7. The clustering
settings of an InfoCube can be changed as long as the InfoCube does not contain any
data.
InfoCubes can be defined with index clustering or with MDC. Index clustering is the
default. When defining clustering for an InfoCube, the type of clustering has to be
selected first as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Selecting the clustering type of an InfoCube

When selecting MDC the dialog of Figure 11 is shown. In the “package dimension”
group the user can select the package dimension key column for MDC. In the “time
dimension” group the user can select either the time dimension key column or one of
the time characteristics calendar month or fiscal period from the drop down list. The
package dimension and time dimension or time characteristic are always the first
MDC dimensions. The third group contains the user-defined dimensions of the
InfoCube. The user can select them as MDC dimensions by entering a number in the
“Stat.No.” field. To avoid excessive space consumption only up to three MDC
dimensions can be selected per default. This includes the time dimension or
characteristic but excludes the package dimension. The number of MDC dimensions
can be increased (higher than three) by setting the RSADMIN parameter
DB6_MAX_MDC_COLS. It is not recommended to select more than three MDC
dimensions, except for very large InfoCubes. The table size can increase by factors, if
wrong MDC dimensions are chosen, even with 3 MDC dimensions only.
Guidelines and recommendations for selecting MDC dimensions for DataStore
objects are provided in section “5. Guidelines and recommendations for defining
MDC dimensions ”.
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Figure 11: Defining MDC dimensions for an InfoCube

Special handling of the InfoCube package dimension
The user can decide whether to include the package dimension key in the MDC
dimensions or not. If it is included it will only be defined as an MDC dimension on
the F fact table. If the user decides not to use the “BW compression” function it might
be beneficial to not define the package dimension key as an MDC dimension and
choose another InfoCube dimension key instead to support faster query execution. All
other dimension key columns and time characteristics selected for MDC are defined
on both the F fact table and the E fact table.
Special handling of the InfoCube time dimension
If the user selects a time characteristic (calendar month or fiscal period) a new column
for the time characteristic is inserted into the F fact table and the E fact table. Thus the
values for the time characteristic can be directly stored in the fact tables. The user can
select either a time characteristic or the InfoCube time dimension as MDC dimension
but not both.
Usually an index is created on each InfoCube dimension key column of the F and the
E fact table, with exception of the package dimension key column of the E fact table
and the unit dimension key column of both fact tables. When an InfoCube dimension
key column is defined as an MDC dimension the record based index is replaced by an
MDC block index. Because block indexes are smaller and easier to maintain the
performance of maintenance operations (data roll-in and roll-out, aggregate rollup,
“BW compression”) will improve.
Database table layout
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Figure 12 shows the MDC block indexes and row-based indexes created on an F Fact
table when InfoCube dimension 1 and a time characteristic are defined as MDC
dimensions. On the key column of InfoCube dimension 3 a block index instead of a
row-based index is defined. Because a time characteristic is selected as an MDC
dimension a new column for the time characteristic is inserted in the F fact table and a
block index is created on the column. Depending on whether the package dimension
key column is selected as an MDC dimension or not, either a block index or a rowbased index is created on this column.

Figure 12: F fact table with MDC dimensions

If the InfoCube does not use MDC the index on the time dimension key column is
clustered. If the InfoCube does not have a time dimension, the index on the package
dimension key column is clustered.
Figure 13 shows the MDC block indexes and row-based indexes created on an E fact
table when InfoCube dimension 1 and a time characteristic are defined as MDC
dimensions. On the key column of InfoCube dimension 3 a block index instead of a
row-based index is created. Because a time characteristic is selected as an MDC
dimension a new column for the time characteristic is inserted in the F fact table and a
block index is created on the column. On E fact tables, no index is created on the
package dimension key column. E fact tables have an additional combined index
defined over all InfoCube dimension key columns. If the InfoCube does not use MDC
this index is clustered.

Figure 13: E fact table with MDC dimensions

Comparison to other database platforms
On SAP NetWeaver BI database platforms other than DB2 LUW only the E fact table
can be optimized for query performance if range partitioning is used. For InfoCubes
that use range partitioning for the fact tables, the F fact table is optimized for insert
and delete operations.
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When using DB2 LUW with MDC this is different: Both fact tables (F and E) are
optimized for query processing and the F fact table can be optimized for insert and
delete operations. Therefore it is not necessary to run “BW compression” to achieve
query performance benefits.
In the DB2 LUW environment BW compression of InfoPackages should only be
applied if:
•

The data volume will be reduced significantly running the BW compression
operation. This means, there are many records from different InfoPackages
with the same dimension key values.

•

The InfoCube is a non-cumulative InfoCube.

4.5. MDC for Aggregates
Aggregates inherit the MDC dimensions of the InfoCubes to which they belong.
InfoCube dimensions that occur unchanged in the aggregate and for which MDC is
selected are also MDC dimensions of the aggregate. Changed dimensions or
dimensions converted to line item dimensions are not selected for MDC in aggregates.
If no MDC dimension remains record based index clustering is used for the aggregate.
Whether MDC is beneficial for aggregates depends on the number of rows in the
aggregates. For very small aggregates MDC might lead to excessive space
consumption. Therefore MDC can be disabled for single aggregates or for all
aggregates in general. MDC for aggregates can be turned off in general by setting the
RSADMIN parameter DB6_MDC_FOR_AGGREGATES to NO. The default setting
is YES.
MDC can be disabled for a specific aggregate in the “Maintenance for Aggregate”
screen by selecting “Change Partitioning” from the aggregates’ context menu, as
shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Enabling/disabling MDC for a single aggregate

Depending on the current status, the menu item „Change Partitioning“ either enables
or disables MDC for the aggregate (no follow-up menu is shown).

4.6. Transferring MDC Meta Data in a SAP System Landscape
The information about the MDC dimensions of InfoCubes and DataStore objects is
stored in the SAP NetWeaver BI metadata. Thus, when an InfoCube or DataStore
object with MDC settings is transported from one SAP system to another, it is created
with the same MDC settings in the target system.
If the InfoCube or DataStore object already exists in the target SAP NetWeaver BI
system and the fact tables are empty, then the transferred meta data will overwrite the
existing meta data. If the fact tables of the object in the target SAP system are not
empty, then the old meta data is kept and the new transferred meta data is discarded.
In SAP releases earlier than SAP NetWeaver 2004s BI, most of the MDC information
is not part of the SAP meta data. That means, when an InfoCube or DataStore object
is transported the information about MDC dimensions is lost in the target system and
has to be re-defined. This is the case except for InfoCubes when a time characteristic
is selected as MDC dimension. The information about the time characteristic is stored
in InfoCube management table RSDCUBE in column PARTTIM and is transported to
the target system or systems.

4.7. Reclustering
In SAP NetWeaver 2004s BI, existing InfoCubes and DataStore objects that contain
data can be converted to MDC with the “Reclustering” function. In SAP NetWeaver
23
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BI, reclustering can be selected from the context menu of an InfoCube or DataStore
object.
The Reclustering feature is also available for SAP BW 3.5 (SAP NetWeaver ’04) in
support package 21.
Reclustering allows switching from index clustering or no clustering to MDC and vice
versa. It also allows changing the MDC dimensions of an InfoCube or DataStore
object. Reclustering involves copying the data from the source tables to newly created
target tables with the new clustering settings. For large tables this can be a long
running task (several hours).
Figure 15 shows the screen displayed when reclustering is selected for an
InfoProvider. The InfoCube or DataStore object is displayed in the first group. In the
DB Storage parameters group the data class for the reclustered InfoProvider can be
specified. If the InfoProvider is an InfoCube its aggregates will be reclustered as well.
A target data class for the aggregates can also be specified. If the InfoProvider is to be
converted to MDC and its original data class is associated with a tablespace with a
large extent size you might want to select a new data class that is associated with a
tablespace with a smaller extent size for avoiding excessive space consumption. It is
recommended to use extent size = 2. In the logging parameters group the size of the
data packages that are copied from the old InfoProvider tables to the new ones in one
unit of work can be specified. It should be set such that log overflows do not occur.
Reclustering is executed in a background job. The “Initialize” button initializes a new
reclustering request and schedules a job for it, the “Monitor” button displays the
monitor for reclustering jobs. With the “Unlock” button an existing ENQUEUE lock
on the InfoProvider is removed.

Figure 15: Reclustering of InfoProviders screen

When a new reclustering request is initialized for an InfoCube or DataStore object
first the new clustering settings have to be defined as shown in Figure 16 for
InfoCubes. If the InfoCube contains data the “Execute Space Check” option is active.
This check estimates the space consumption of the InfoCube with the MDC settings
the user selected. If more than 33% of the space to be allocated for the InfoCube is
estimated to be empty a warning will be issued (Figure 17). In this case the user
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should modify the MDC dimensions such that less disk space is consumed. If more
than 50% of the space is estimated to be empty the user must modify the selected
MDC dimensions.
Please note that the estimated space consumption is not necessarily exact because it is
based on the average row length.

Figure 16: Reclustering: Selecting MDC dimensions for an InfoCube
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Figure 17: Output of MDC space check

When the new clustering settings have been defined and accepted the user schedules
the new reclustering job. Reclustering jobs can be monitored via the new request
monitor of SAP NetWeaver BI. The monitor displays the steps that have to be
executed and their status. If jobs are aborted for some reason they can be restarted via
the monitor after removing the source of the failure. For each completed step start
time, stop time and further details can be displayed (Figure 18).
Reclustering acquires an ENQUEUE lock on the InfoProvider that prevents data load,
deletion and other maintenance operations. Reporting is allowed during the whole
reclustering process, until the old InfoProvider tables are exchanged with the new
ones. Thus there is only a very small time window during which the InfoProvider is
not available for reporting.
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Figure 18: SAP NetWeaver BI Request Monitor

4.8. Support for estimating space consumption
A space consumption check for MDC InfoCubes and DataStore objects is available in
the Database section of the RSRV transaction (Figure 19 and Figure 20). For
InfoCubes it checks the fact tables of the InfoCube and its aggregates. For DataStore
objects, it checks the active table. If all tables have an estimated empty space of less
than 33% no warnings or errors are displayed. Warnings are displayed if there are
tables that have an estimated empty space of more than 33%. Errors are displayed if
there are tables that have an estimated empty space of more than 50%. You should
recluster the InfoProvider or disable MDC for the aggregates in this case.
Please note that the estimated space consumption is not necessarily exact. Especially
DataStore object tables may contain many variable length character string fields that
make exact calculations difficult.
This check is useful if you have created new MDC InfoProviders and want to check
the space consumption after data has been loaded into them. Please note that space
consumption might be high if you have loaded only a small amount of data. If you
expect the InfoProvider and the number of rows per MDC logical cell to grow much
larger high space consumption with a small amount of data might be acceptable.
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Figure 19: MDC space consumption check in transaction RSRV

Figure 20: Output of MDC space consumption check
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4.9. MDC support in releases earlier than SAP NetWeaver
2004s BI
MDC support is available for SAP BW 3.0B, SAP BW 3.1 Content and SAP
NetWeaver ’04 BI (SAP BW 3.5). See [6] for more details.
However, there are some restrictions:
•

Most of the MDC information is not part of the SAP meta data. That means,
when an InfoCube or DataStore object is transported the information about
MDC dimensions is lost in the target system and has to be re-defined. This is
true except for the time characteristics 0CALMONTH or 0FISCPER selected
as MDC dimension in InfoCubes. This information is stored in the PARTTIM
field of table RSDCUBE and transported to the target system or systems.

•

Defining MDC dimensions is not integrated directly in the user interface for
creating new InfoCubes and DataStore objects. After the InfoCube or
DataStore object has been created and activated in the Data Warehousing
Workbench a separate report has to be executed for defining MDC
dimensions. This report is named RSDB6_MDC and can be called from
transaction SE38. It provides the same functions as the MDC screens in SAP
NetWeaver BI.

•

Reclustering of existing InfoProviders containing data will be available in the
near future.

•

The space consumption check is part of report RSDB6_MDC. It is not
available in transaction RSRV.

5. Guidelines and recommendations for defining MDC
dimensions
This section shows
•

How to decide whether to enable MDC for PSA and PSA-like tables

•

How to select suitable MDC dimensions for InfoCubes and DataStore objects.

•

Typical MDC dimensions for InfoCubes and DataStore objects

•

When MDC fast delete / insert will be used

•

Estimating space consumption (impact of database partitioning, etc.)

5.1. MDC guidelines for PSA tables
MDC for PSA tables can be switched on or off with the global RSADMIN parameter
DB6_MDC_FOR_PSA. If switched on, MDC is defined on the REQUEST column.
There is no need for user-defined MDC dimensions. You should take the following
into account when deciding about MDC on PSA tables:
•

The global switch for MDC on PSA applies to PSA tables, DataStore object
change logs and DataStore object activation queues.
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•

MDC has a small positive impact on INSERT performance through the block
locking feature. On the other hand there is a small overhead for managing the
MDC block index on column REQUEST. The performance benefit will be
less than 10%.

•

MDC has a positive impact on DELETE performance through the fast delete
feature. In DB2 9, the primary key index on columns REQUEST,
DATAPAKID, and RECORD is cleaned up synchronously. This takes most
of the time of the DELETE operation. Therefore the performance benefit will
be about 10% at the most.

•

DB2 9.5 provides asynchronous cleanup of indexes in the background after
the DELETE statement returns as completed to the user. This will improve
delete performance considerably.

•

In some customer situations a large volume of data is deleted from PSA and
PSA-like tables. Offline table reorganization on MDC table is needed, in
order to make this free space available for other tables.

Recommendation: Switch on MDC for PSA and PSA-like tables,
•

If there is no need to make free space available for other tables or

•

If offline table reorganization is acceptable after deleting large data volume
from PSA and PSA-like tables.

Otherwise switch off MDC for PSA and PSA-like tables.

5.2. MDC guidelines for InfoCubes
The main reason for using MDC is to improve query performance. Therefore you
should select MDC dimensions for which restrictions occur in queries often. You
should order them according to the frequency with which they occur in queries.
However, the order of the MDC dimensions only has a minor impact on performance.
Since InfoCube queries may restrict on different InfoCube dimensions, the main
challenge when selecting MDC dimensions is to find a common set of candidates that
speed up the most important queries without having a too negative impact on other
queries. In most cases, the time dimension or a time characteristic (0CALMONTH or
0FISCPER) is a suitable candidate. Most SAP NetWeaver BI queries have restrictions
defined on time. If the cardinality of the time dimension is too high to select it for
MDC it may still be beneficial to define MDC on 0CALMONTH or 0FISCPER. Even
if the queries restrict on another time characteristic, like 0CALDAY or 0CALYEAR,
an additional restriction on the MDC dimension will be generated during query
processing. This enables using the MDC block index even if the original query does
not contain a direct restriction on the MDC dimension.
Typical MDC dimensions for InfoCubes are:
•

Time characteristic 0CALMONTH or 0FISCPER on the F and E fact table,
with or without the package dimension on the F fact table.

•

The time dimension on the F and E fact table, with or without the package
dimension on the F fact table.
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Time characteristic 0CALMONTH or 0FISCPER on the F and E fact table
and one or two additional user-defined dimensions that occur in query
restrictions often. If SAP InfoCube compression is not used there is no need
to select the package dimension for MDC. Space consumption should always
be taken into account. If too much space is used because MDC cells are only
sparsely filled the number of MDC dimensions should be reduced.

SAP NetWeaver BI allows defining a dimension containing only a single
characteristic as line item dimension. For line item dimensions, the surrogate
identifier of the single characteristic is directly stored in the fact tables. This
eliminates the join between the fact table and the dimension table. Normally, line item
dimensions are used for very large dimensions with a size comparable to the fact
tables. For MDC, it might be beneficial to define a low cardinality dimension as line
item dimension. The MDC block index is then directly defined on the characteristic. If
query restrictions on that characteristic occur often this can speed up query execution
considerably. If the InfoCube has less than 16 dimensions you might also consider
creating a line item dimension as follows: an MDC candidate dimension has a high
cardinality. If selected as MDC dimension this would lead to too much space
consumption. The dimension contains a characteristic with a low cardinality which
often occurs in query restrictions. Selecting the characteristic only as an MDC
dimension would be the optimal MDC solution. You can then split the dimension into
2 dimensions, one containing the characteristic best suited for MDC and the other one
containing the remaining characteristics. You can then define the first of the two
dimensions as line item dimension in SAP NetWeaver BI and select it as MDC
dimension, as illustrated in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Splitting a dimension into two

MDC is also useful for improving the performance of request and selective deletion.
If you select the package dimension column in F fact tables as an MDC dimension
you benefit from MDC fast delete during request deletion and InfoCube compression.
If you define MDC on columns for which you define restrictions in your selective
delete requests you benefit from MDC fast delete.
On columns selected as MDC dimensions no row-based indexes need to be defined.
This reduces the index maintenance overhead during data load and deletion.
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5.3. MDC guidelines for DataStore objects
Also for DataStore objects, a time characteristic is usually well suited as MDC
dimension. If your DataStore object contains 0CALDAY this might be too granular
and lead to too high space consumption. In this case you might decide adding
0CALMONTH or 0CALYEAR to the key fields of your DataStore object and use it
for MDC.
MDC is also useful for improving the performance of selective deletion. If you define
MDC on columns for which you define restrictions in your selective delete requests
you benefit from MDC fast delete.
User can define additional secondary indexes on DataStore objects in the SAP
NetWeaver BI Data Warehousing Workbench. It is not necessary to define indexes on
columns that are MDC dimensions.
Typical MDC dimensions for DataStore objects are:
•

Time characteristic 0CALMONTH (0CALDAY may be too granular)

•

Time characteristic 0CALMONTH and one or two additional characteristics
that often occur in queries defined on the DataStore object. As for InfoCubes,
space consumption should always be taken into account.

5.4. MDC fast insert and fast delete
MDC fast insert is used for tables with block locking enabled. This is the case for
MDC PSA tables, DataStore object activation queue tables and InfoCube and
aggregate F and E fact tables. Block locking is not enabled for DataStore object active
and change log tables because the insert operations performed on them do not benefit
from block locking.
Delete performance on InfoCube fact tables using MDC is in general improved
because some row-based indexes are replaced by MDC block indexes so that less
row-based indexes have to be updated during delete operations. Further improvements
are available with DB2 9.5 (asynchronous and fast cleanup of row-based indexes).

5.5. General remarks on MDC space consumption
It is essential to select MDC dimensions such that space consumption is not too high.
The space consumption highly depends on the page and extent size of the tablespace
in which the MDC table is created. Starting with SAP NetWeaver 2004s, the default
tablespace extent size for new SAP installations is 2. SAP systems are installed with a
uniform page size of 16 KB. This means that for each MDC block 32 KB are
allocated. Older SAP releases used a tablespace extent size of 16. This means that for
each MDC block 256 KB are allocated. It might be difficult to fill MDC blocks of 256
KB for the MDC dimensions selected. When using the “Reclustering” tool to convert
existing InfoProviders to MDC, you should check the extent size of the tablespace
where the table is located. If the extent size is 16 consider moving the table to a new
tablespace with a smaller extent size.
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Even if you select dimensions with a low cardinality, if the values in the MDC
dimensions are not correlated, you might get a number of MDC cells that corresponds
to the Cartesian product of the dimension cardinalities.
Consider, for example, a table containing 30 million rows. If you select 3 MDC
dimensions, each with a cardinality of 100, you might end up with 1 million MDC
cells and 30 rows per cell on average, if each possible value combination actually
occurs in the data. If the row length is small this might not be enough to fill the space
allocated for one block (32 KB for a page size of 16 KB and a tablespace extent size
of 2).
If you use DPF you should consider that the MDC table might be split over several
database partitions, each partition containing about the same number of rows.
Depending on the relation between the DPF partitioning key and the MDC
dimensions, each MDC cell might occur on each database partition. In SAP
NetWeaver BI, the partitioning key of InfoCube and aggregate fact tables consists of
the InfoCube dimension key columns except for the package dimension key column
and the partitioning key of DataStore object active tables consists of all key columns.
This is the only way to guarantee equal data distribution on all database partitions for
all InfoCubes and DataStore objects. When you choose a subset of these columns as
MDC dimensions rows with a particular combination of values in the MDC
dimensions might occur on each database partition. This could increase the number of
MDC cells over all database partitions and thus lead to increased space consumption.

6. Tools for workload analysis
The following tools are useful for analyzing the workload and for identifying MDC
candidate dimensions:
• SAP NetWeaver Basis tools: DBA Cockpit (SQL Cache), SQL Trace
The SQL cache contains the SQL statements executed by the database. If you
restrict the statements displayed to those in which specific fact tables or
DataStore object active tables occur you can determine MDC candidate
dimensions by analyzing the restrictions in the WHERE clause of these
statements. To analyze specific reports you may also run an SQL trace while
the reports are executed and analyze the SQL statements in the trace.
SAP NetWeaver BI OLAP statistics gathers information about query
execution. For example within SAP NetWeaver BI 2004s, for each BI query
run the BI InfoObject names, on which query restrictions are defined, are
listed in the database table RSDDSTATAGGRDEF. This gives you an
overview, how often the BI queries are executed and on which BI InfoObjects
query restrictions are defined. The BI statistics can be switched on with
transaction “rsddstat”.
• DB2 MDC design advisor
(See description in the next chapter)
SAP NetWeaver BI DB2 LUW MDC support will be enhanced by a tool with which
the user can collect the statements executed for specific InfoProviders and generate
proposals for MDC dimensions based on this workload. Both proposals from the DB2
MDC Design Advisor and from a SAP NetWeaver BI internal analysis will be
provided.
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Using the DB2 MDC advisor to get proposals for MDC
dimensions
The DB2 MDC Advisor is a automatic tool, which can be used to get MDC
recommendations for InfoCube and DataStore objects. As prerequisite, the query
workload of an InfoCube or DataStore object has to be gathered in a file or advisor
workload table.
Details about DB2 MDC Advisor:
•

Part of DB2 Design Advisor

•

Gives MDC recommendations based on workload and existing database
tables

•

Gives estimation for query run time improvement

•

Provides output script with DDL statements, e.g. CREATE TABLE

•

Use MDC advisor with “nogen” option, which indicates that generated
columns are not to be included in MDC recommendations, because
generated columns are not supported in SAP NetWeaver BI.

Restrictions using the MDC Advisor in the SAP NetWeaver BI environment:
•

The DB2 MDC advisor can only give recommendations on columns of the
original table. Fact tables without MDC does not have a 0CALMONTH or
0FISCPER column, which is derived from time characteristics (see chapter
“MDC for InfoCubes”). For that reason the DB2 MDC advisor does not
give recommendation for such a column.

•

Only MDC tables are recommended with at most 10% increased table size.

•

DB2 Design Advisor gives recommendations for several tables (all tables
occurring in workload), but only the recommendations for Fact, PSA and
DataStore object tables can be used in the SAP NetWeaver BI
environment.

The MDC advisor is a helpful tool to find the right MDC dimensions of a DataStore
or InfoCube object, especially if the workload includes a lot of important queries. But,
in addition it is recommended to analyse the workload manually due to the existing
MDC advisor restrictions.
A better integration into SAP NetWeaver BI / BW application of the DB2 MDC
advisor tool will be available in the near future.
Example of DB2 MDC advisor usage:
Invocation: db2advis –d BN7 –i workload.sql –n SAPBN7 –m C –nogen
The workload file “workload.sql” includes 9 SQL statements of BI queries,
which access the Infocube ZSM_C21. The SQL queries have restrictions on
InfoCube dimension 4 and others.
Advisor output:
execution started at timestamp 2006-10-16-11.00.59.763440
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found [9] SQL statements from the input file
Recommending Multi-Dimensional Clusterings...
total disk space needed for initial set [ 0.062] MB
Prioritizing Multi-dimensional Clustering candidate tables...
Multi-dimensional Clustering candidate tables, in priority sequence:
Table 0: /BIC/FZSM_C21,
number of pages 59918,
block size 2
There are 1 candidate tables considered for Multi-dimensional Clustering
conversion
Searching the multidimensional space for solutions for /BIC/FZSM_C21...
1 clustering dimensions in current solution
[2645384.0000] timerons (without any recommendations)
[1079601.0000] timerons (with current solution)
[59.19%] improvement
-- LIST OF MODIFIED CREATE-TABLE STATEMENTS WITH RECOMMENDED
PARTITIONING KEYS AND -- TABLESPACES
-- AND/OR RECOMMENDED MULTI-DIMENSIONAL CLUSTERINGS
-- CREATE TABLE "SAPBN7 "."/BIC/FZSM_C22" ( "KEY_ZSM_C22P"
INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT 0 ,
-"KEY_ZSM_C22T" INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT 0 ,
-"KEY_ZSM_C22U" INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT 0 ,
-"KEY_ZSM_C221" INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT 0 ,
-"KEY_ZSM_C222" INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT 0 ,
-"KEY_ZSM_C223" INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT 0 ,
-"KEY_ZSM_C224" INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT 0 ,
. . .
-"RTNSQTY" DECIMAL(17,3) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT 0 ,
-"RTNSVAL" DECIMAL(17,2) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT 0 ,
-"RTNS_ITEMS" DECIMAL(17,3) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT 0
)
-DISTRIBUTE BY HASH("KEY_ZSM_C221",
-"KEY_ZSM_C222",
-"KEY_ZSM_C223",
-"KEY_ZSM_C224",
. . .
-"KEY_ZSM_C22U")
-IN "BN7#F0D" INDEX IN "BN7#F0I"
-- ORGANIZE BY (
-KEY_ZSM_C214 )
-- ;
-- COMMIT WORK ;
---

327 solutions were evaluated by the advisor
DB2 Workload Performance Advisor tool is finished.
In this example the DB2 MDC advisor suggests to define key column
“KEY_ZSMC214” as MDC dimension. This column is the reference to InfoCube
dimension 4.
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The output rows with “timerons” and “improvement” information, like “[59.19%]
improvement”, are indicators for the performance improvement running the existing
workload on the new, proposed database table layout (with MDC).

7. Results of MDC Performance Investigations
7.1. Delete Performance
The following test in a multi-partition environment shows the performance
improvements for data deletion that can be achieved with MDC. Performance of data
delete on a table without MDC is compared to data delete performance of MDC tables
with different number of MDC dimensions. Row based indexes (RID) are replaced by
MDC block indexes.
Delete statement runs faster with increasing number of MDC dimensions and reduced
RID indexes. The main performance improvement comes with the reduced number of
RID indexes, because maintaining of MDC block indexes requires much less effort
compared to RID indexes. In addition database logging is reduced and cleanup of data
pages runs faster on MDC tables.
In addition it is planned to improve significantly the current DB2 MDC data-rollout
performance with future DB2 9.5 release.
Performance test in a multiple database partition environment
Test environment
• SAP NetWeaver BI 2004s
• DB2 9.1 FixPack 0
• The fact table with 33 Million rows is distributed over 28 database partitions.
• Non-MDC table has 100 % data cluster factor on the column, which is
specified in the restriction of the DELETE statement.
• Delete performance on MDC tables with one, two and three MDC dimensions
are compared with the non-MDC table. Row based indexes (RID) are replaced
by MDC dimensions on the MDC tables.
Test procedure
•

2 Million rows deleted with following SQL statement:
DELETE FROM <fact table> WHERE <MDC dimension> = <value>
<MDC dimension> is the column, which is defined as MDC dimension in case
of MDC tables. Therefore fast delete (= MDC data-rollout) is processed on the
MDC tables.

Result (see Figure 22)
• DELETE runs 33% faster, if 3 RID indexes are replaced by 3 MDC block
indexes.
• Fact table size grows with increasing number of MDC dimensions from 5.7
GByte for non-MDC table to 6.6 GByte for MDC table with 3 MDC
dimensions.
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Figure 22: Delete performance with/without MDC in multiple database partition environment

7.2. Insert Performance
INSERT performance on a table without MDC is compared to MDC tables with
different number of MDC dimensions. Row based indexes (RID) are replaced by
MDC block indexes. Also for data insert into MDC tables, the main performance
improvement comes with the reduced number of RID indexes, because maintaining of
MDC block indexes requires much less effort compared to RID indexes. In addition
database logging is reduced on MDC tables.
Test environment
• SAP NetWeaver BI 2004s
• DB2 9.1 FixPack 0
• The fact table with 31 Million rows is distributed over 28 database partitions.
• Insert performance on MDC tables with one, two and three MDC dimensions
are compared with the non-MDC table. Row based indexes (RID) are replaced
by MDC dimensions on the MDC tables.
• MDC block locking is switched on for the MDC tables.
Test procedure
•

2 Million rows inserted in chunks of 100 000 records with the SQL statement
INSERT INTO <fact table> VALUES (?, ?, … ?)

Result (see Figure 23)
• INSERT runs 11% faster, if 3 RID indexes are replaced by 3 MDC block
indexes.
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Fact table size grows with increasing number of MDC dimensions from 1.9
GByte for non-MDC table to 2.0 GByte for MDC table with 3 MDC
dimensions.
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Figure 23: Insert performance with/without MDC in multiple database partition environment

7.3. InfoCube Query Performance
Performance of BI queries running on InfoCubes without MDC tables are compared
to InfoCubes with MDC tables. Both InfoCubes have the same data and the same BI
queries run on both InfoCubes.
Test environment
• SAP NetWeaver ’04 BI (SAP BW 3.5)
• DB2 9.1 FixPack 0 with one database partition
InfoCube Details
• 8 InfoCube dimensions are defined:
o Time:
16 months
o Unit:
2 units
o Data Package:
14 packages
o D1:
5 000 customers
o D2:
32 700 materials
o D3:
251 sales areas
o D4:
2 versions
o D5:
2 value types
• F fact table has 14 Million records; E fact table is empty.
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F fact table without MDC: Clustered compound index on key columns Time,
D1, D2, D3, D4, D5 and Package has 100% data clustering factor. F fact table
size is 3 GByte.
F fact table with MDC: Key columns Time and D1 are defined as MDC
dimensions. F fact table size is 3.5 GByte.
The same data is inserted into both fact tables (MDC and non-MDC table).
The MDC table is larger, because some MDC blocks are only sparsely filled.

Details about the BI queries:
BI Query
1
2
3
4
5
6

Query restrictions
3 time intervals
3 time intervals, single customers
1 time interval, 1 customer interval
1 time interval, 1 customer interval, single materials
Single customer, 1 material interval
Single and range restrictions on all dimensions.
Strong restrictions on customer.

Table 2: Restrictions of BI query set

BI query example – BI query 6:
SELECT

"DT"."SID_0CALMONTH" AS "S___0005" , "S1"."MATL_GROUP" AS "K___0014" ,
"S2"."SALESORG" AS "K___0017" , "X2"."CUSTOMER" AS "K___0018" ,
"D4"."SID_0VERSION" AS "S___0022" , "D5"."SID_0VTYPE"
AS "S___0023" ,
"DP"."SID_0RECORDTP" AS "S___0002" , "DU"."SID_0STAT_CURR" AS "S___0009" ,
"DP"."SID_0REQUID" AS "S___0003" , "X2"."S__0COUNTRY" AS "S___0020" ,
SUM ( "F"."INCORDVAL" ) AS "0INCORDVAL" ,
SUM ( "F"."INVCD_VAL" ) AS "0INVCD_VAL",
SUM ( "F"."OPORDVALSC" ) AS "0OPORDVALSC" ,
COUNT( * ) AS "1ROWCOUNT"
FROM "/MDC/FTHF_C01" "F",
"/BIC/DTHF_C01T" "DT",
"/BIC/DTHF_C012" "D2",
"/BI0/XMATERIAL" "X1" ,
"/BI0/SMATL_GROUP" "S1",
"/BIC/DTHF_C013" "D3" ,
"/BI0/SSALESORG" "S2",
"/BIC/DTHF_C011" "D1" ,
"/BI0/XCUSTOMER" "X2",
"/BIC/DTHF_C014" "D4",
"/BIC/DTHF_C015" "D5",
"/BIC/DTHF_C01P" "DP" ,
"/BIC/DTHF_C01U" "DU"
WHERE "F"."KEY_THF_C01T" = "DT"."DIMID" AND "F"."KEY_THF_C012" = "D2"."DIMID" AND
"D2"."SID_0MATERIAL" = "X1"."SID" AND "X1"."S__0MATL_GROUP" = "S1"."SID" AND
"F"."KEY_THF_C013" = "D3"."DIMID" AND "D3"."SID_0SALESORG" = "S2"."SID" AND
"F"."KEY_THF_C011" = "D1"."DIMID" AND "D1"."SID_0SOLD_TO" =
"X2"."SID" AND
"F"."KEY_THF_C014" = "D4"."DIMID" AND "F"."KEY_THF_C015" = "D5"."DIMID" AND
"F"."KEY_THF_C01P" = "DP"."DIMID" AND "F"."KEY_THF_C01U" = "DU"."DIMID" AND
(((( "DT"."SID_0CALMONTH" = 200101 )) AND (( "DP"."SID_0CHNGID" = 0 )) AND
(( "S1"."MATL_GROUP" BETWEEN 'B00000001' AND 'B00000003' )) AND
(( "DP"."SID_0RECORDTP" = 0 )) AND (( "DP"."SID_0REQUID" <= 1529 )) AND
(( "S2"."SALESORG" BETWEEN 'B003' AND 'B005' )) AND
(( "X2"."CUSTOMER" BETWEEN 'B000002500' AND 'B000002700' )) AND
(( "D4"."SID_0VERSION" = 1 )) AND
(( "D5"."SID_0VTYPE" = 0 OR "D5"."SID_0VTYPE" = 10 ))
)) AND "X1"."OBJVERS" = 'A' AND "X2"."OBJVERS" = 'A'
GROUP BY "DT"."SID_0CALMONTH" , "S1"."MATL_GROUP" , "S2"."SALESORG" ,
"X2"."CUSTOMER" , "D4"."SID_0VERSION" , "D5"."SID_0VTYPE" ,
"DP"."SID_0RECORDTP" , "DU"."SID_0STAT_CURR" , "DP"."SID_0REQUID" ,
"X2"."S__0COUNTRY"

Result (see Figure 24)
• Both tables, MDC and non-MDC tables, have a good data clustering factor on
time. For that reason there is not a big difference running queries with strong
restrictions on time, like query 1, query2, query 3 and query 4 on the nonMDC or MDC table. It happens that some queries run faster on non-MDC
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table (query 1, query 2) and other queries run faster on MDC table (query 3,
query 4).
Query 5 has a strong restriction on dimension 1 and no restrictions on time.
The MDC table is clustered on dimension 1, too. For that reason query 5 runs
much faster on the MDC table.
Query 6 has restrictions on all InfoCube dimensions. There is a strong
restriction on dimension 1. Therefore query 6 runs on MDC table much faster,
too.
In average queries run by factors faster, if query restrictions match the MDC
dimensions, like query 5 and query 6.
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Figure 24: BI query performance with/without MDC

Data clustering on non-MDC tables is not guaranteed. It could be worse due to
parallel INSERTs or UPDATEs and DELETEs. With the performance experience
above the non-MDC table had the ideal data clustering of 100%. Table reorganization
has to run in order to get a data clustering of 100%. In real customer environments the
data clustering could be worse. For that reason the query run time on non-MDC table
would be slower, if the data clustering is below 100%.
100 % data clustering is guaranteed on MDC tables per definition. That means the
benefit using MDC would be higher, if the non-MDC tables has a data clustering less
than 100%.

7.4. Customer Proof of Concept
MDC query performance benefits were evaluated in a real customer environment.
Customer has provided five most important customer BI queries as a representative
customer workload. Dependent on the query restrictions two InfoCubes with suitable
MDC dimensions on fact tables were created. All InfoCubes were loaded with the
same data. Performance of the five BI queries was compared running on InfoCubes
without MDC and with MDC tables.
Test environment
• SAP NetWeaver ’04 BI (SAP BW 3.5)
• DB2 9.1 FixPack 0 with 6 database partition
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InfoCube Details
• F fact table has 32 Million records; record length is about 1 KByte; E fact
table is empty.
• Non-MDC F fact table size is 32 GByte; clustered on time column with
clustering factor = 97%.
• 15 InfoCube dimensions are defined. The time characteristic “Fiscal Period
(DTF)” is inserted as additional column into the fact tables as described in
chapter “MDC for InfoCubes”.
Fact table column
DT Time (days)
DTF Time (fiscal period)
DU Unit
DP Data Package
D1 Organization
D2 Material 1
D3 Version
D4 Customer1
D5 Channel
D6 Type
D7 Supplier
D8 Material 2
D9 Customer 2
D10 Source System
D11 Market Place
D12 Ship-to Party

Cardinality
667
36
45
453
9294
6313
25
26354
66
198
63
5540
21598
4
1
16958

Table 3: InfoCube dimensions and cardinalities on F fact table key columns.

Query Characteristics
• The following table (Table 4) shows, on which InfoCube dimensions the BI
queries have strong and weak restrictions.
Strong restriction means that the restrictions on this InfoCube dimension
without the restrictions on the other InfoCube dimensions selects less than 1
Million records from the fact table.
Weak restriction means, that the restrictions on this InfoCube dimension
without the restrictions on the other InfoCube dimensions selects more than 10
Million records from the fact table.
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Fiscal Period column (DTF) is derived from InfoCube time dimension (DT)
SAP NetWeaver strong restrictions on
BI Query
Q1
D2, D4
Q2
D4
Q3
DT, DTF
Q4
Q5

weak restrictions on
DT, DTF, DU, D3
DT, DTF, DU, D2, D3
DU, D2, D3, D4, D5
DT, DTF, DU, D3, D4
DT,DTF, D3, D4

Table 4: Customer PoC query restrictions

Disk Space Analysis
• Disk Space Analysis is important, because MDC tables witch several MDC
dimensions might grow very large due to sparsely filled MDC blocks. For that
reason it is recommended to run the MDC space check for existing InfoCubes.
• The disk space analysis in Figure 25 shows disk space consumption choosing
different combinations of MDC dimensions for the fact table, e.g. creating the
fact table with MDC dimensions on time (DT), Dimension 2 (D2) and
Dimension 3 (D3) and inserting the 32 Million records would result in a table
size of 222 GByte. That is by factors larger than the original table size (= 32
GByte) without MDC.
• Based on workload analysis and space estimation two InfoCubes with
following MDC configurations are created for performance evaluation:
o MDC dimensions on InfoCube dimension 2 (D2) and Infocube
dimension 3 (D3); fact table size is 34.5 GByte
o MDC dimensions on time characteristic “Fiscal Period” (DTF) and
InfoCube dimension 2 (D2); fact table size is 37 GByte.
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Figure 25: Disk space analysis of different MDC dimension combinations

Result (see Figure 26)
• Queries Q1, Q2 and Q3 run faster, if MDC table definition matches query
restrictions, e.g. Q1 runs up to factor 5.8 faster on MDC InfoCubes compared
to non-MDC InfoCube.
• Best BI query performance for queries Q1, Q2 and Q3 can be achieved with
MDC definition on InfoCube dimension D2, D3. The average query
performance is by factor 2.3 faster compared to non-MDC InfoCube.
• Query Q3 runs slower on InfoCube with MDC on D2, D3, because MDC table
definition does not match with query restrictions and the InfoCube without
MDC has a better data clustering on InfoCube dimension time, which is a
strong restriction in Q3. For that reason Q3 runs factor 1.7 slower on InfoCube
with MDC on D2, D3 compared to non-MDC InfoCube.
• Queries Q4 and Q5 select and aggregate several Million records from the fact
tables. There is less run time difference for these two queries independent
from the MDC definition on the fact tables. Q4 and Q5 are candidates for BI
aggregates to achieve further performance improvements.
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Figure 26: Query performance results

On a database server with more hardware resources (CPU, memory) the query
performance of Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 and Q5 can be improved by factors distributing
the fact tables on more database partitions, e.g. 16 or 24 database partitions (see
[1] for database layout planning).

8. Summary
In this whitepaper MDC has been introduced as a unique feature of DB2 for Linux,
UNIX and Windows that was specifically designed for business intelligence
applications. It was shown that MDC can be combined with database partitioning in
the SAP NetWeaver BI environment. Both database technologies complement each
other.
The seamless integration of MDC into SAP NetWeaver BI was discussed and
guidelines and recommendations for defining MDC dimensions were provided.
The results of performance tests show that insert, delete and query performance can
be improved considerably with MDC.
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Appendix A: RSADMIN parameters for MDC
•

•
•

DB6_MDC_FOR_PSA (YES/NO, default NO): enable/disable MDC on
REQUEST column of PSA and PSA-like tables (DataStore activation queue
and change log tables)
DB6_MDC_FOR_AGGREGATES (YES/NO, default YES): enable/disable
MDC for InfoCube aggregates
DB6_MAX_MDC_COLUMNS (numeric, default 3): maximum number of
MDC dimensions for InfoCubes and DataStore objects that can be selected

Appendix B: SAP OSS notes for MDC
•

•
•

SAP NetWeaver BI 2004s
o 832621: New RSADMIN parameters concerning multi-dim clustering
o 874572 (Support Package 5, implementation of MDC space check)
o Fixes
 899889 (Support Package 6)
 904452 (Support Package 7)
SAP BW 3.0B / 3.1 Content / 3.5
o 942909: Multi-Dimensional Clustering for SAP BW 3.x
971135: Changes in Multi-dimensional Clustering
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